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Abstract:
The current research aims at studying how to blend leather and knitting with the simple textile formations and being utilized by home furnishing, it also aims at enriching the fields of small projects.
The research used the descriptive approach and the experimental approaches.
The research tool was represented in a questionnaire which aimed at assessing the furnishing products (cushions) which made through blending leather and knitting strips.

The research came up with the following results:
1. The executed designs have statistically significant differences in achieving the functional aspect, according to the arbitrators' opinions.
2. The executed designs have statistically significant differences in achieving the aesthetic aspect, according to the arbitrators' opinions.
3. The executed designs have statistically significant differences in achieving the creative aspect, according to the arbitrators' opinions.
4. The executed designs have statistically significant differences in achieving the total score of the designing aspects (functional _ aesthetic _ economical _ creative), according to the arbitrators opinions.